Patrick can expertly help you recover
from the following diseases (and
more).
Book his consultation here
If you suffer from Cancer check this page.

Friends’ recovery from documented
coronavirus
Dear Kerri: I am so happy to share with you this family testimony that was infected
with Covid-19 and have fully recovered. And not only that, have helped their friends.
I share, but due to their situation, they prefer to remain anonymous. [5/4 3:32 PM]
Maria: Anonymous, how has the evolution of your improvement and your husband’s
been? Has the MLS Supplements served you? [5/4 3:37 PM] Anonymous: We are
completely fine. I already wrote my testimony in the group. Here it is: Hello
everyone. …MLS Supplements definitely works. I took it but, as I was already
leaving the contagion, I didn’t notice much change. What I realized is that I quickly
recovered my sense of taste and smell. But my husband, who still lost his breath
when he got tired and had a lot of sweating, was healthy the next day after taking
the right doses. We keep taking it because we feel completely good and because a
very close friend came out positive [tested positive for coronavirus] and she has
cancer so we gave what we had to her. And thank God she is already recovering.
[She’s getting over] her coughing and she doesn’t get a fever anymore. I also
recommended it to two other families who tested positive. One of those families was
already very bad. The husband and wife had 20 days without being able to sleep
due to bone pain, fever, coughing and not being able to breathe. And by taking the
MLS Supplements protocol on the first day of starting to take it, they could sleep well
because symptoms significantly decreased. In the other family, the husband came
out positive [tested positive for Covid19] and also started with protocol and did not
present all the symptoms: it only gave him a fever at night and bone pain. Feels
good already. [5/4 3:32 PM] Maria: Excellent, thank you for sharing.

My mother was diognosed with Alzheimers
Name: Keith
Location: America / United States
I have seen many problems solved with MLS Supplements. My favorite was when
my mother was diognosed with Alzheimers and was given a pill, which after taking
the first one at 10 PM, paralized her body but allowed her to talk and she was
scared. I listened to her cry when it happened. She did not even know what she
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was taking. After she told me which bottle, I googled the pills which turned out to be
Alzheimers meds and not effective. So my mother when asked, if she wanted to
keep taking them, she said no. I gave her 6 drops of the MLS Supplements and
fifteen minutes later she was fast asleep. In the morning I gave her 6 more drops
and an hour later 6 more. By 9:30 AM we had a normal conversation about how she
met my father some 65 years before, her clarity of thought had returned. After 1
week of protocol 1000 she felt so good she stopped taking the MLS Supplements
and after a month her symptoms returned. 1 week on protocol 1000 again she felt
great and stopped taking the MLS Supplements I tried to get to keep taking it but
after a week she felt she had enough sure enough it came back a month later and
then we would start again. However the clarity of thought provided my mother was
undeniable. 3 years later most of my siblings had forgotten about her alzheimers
diognosis.

Rheumatoid arthritis is caused by bacteria
Rheumatoid Arthritis is caused by bacteria - I had it for 2 to 3 years in my 30's caused by a Kiss. Had my tonsils removed as a kid - I later find out the job of the
tonsils is to protect you from bacteria that enter via the mouth. Took me 2 years of
trial and error to find anything more natural that helped - first was the herb Cat's
Claw from Peru - that helped a lot but once you stopped taking it the pains came
back. Then I found MLS Supplements. About 3 weeks on MLS Supplements and the
pains went away for good. MLS Supplements killed the bacteria causing my joint
pains. The type of bacteria that causes RA doesn't have a cell wall, so isn't killed by
antibiotics that target the cell wall - MLS Supplements kills this kind of bacteria.
Dee

Cleared my Mum's arthritis in 3 weeks
I got my Mum some MLS Supplements about 3 weeks ago because she was in
agony with arthritis, so much so she couldn't sleep. Just got off the phone with her.
She's been taking one drop per hour every day for just under 3 weeks. I asked her
what the pain was like 3 weeks ago out of 10. She said 8. Today? Zero. This
particular mineral came to my attention about 4 years ago in Marrakech, when the
owner of my favourite organic cafe emailed me about it. Then again last year when
my friend in Ireland who's a huge health expert told me about it. Then again when
one of my favourite researchers in the US started tweeting about it (to the point
where he got mentioned as a conspiracy nutter on This Morning) It proves to me
that there is a literal mafia in charge of medicine in the world, and has been for over
a century (look up the Rockerfeller takeover of modern medicine). The cures to
pretty much everything have been blocked from our education system and in this
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matrix we are locked into. It's simple science when you actually look into it. I used it
in February on my son when he displayed all the symptoms of what we didn't know
then was covid19. I didn't apply it in the right way then, but the symptoms were gone
in 2 days. This particular, cheap and abundant mineral is exactly the same as what
our white blood cells produce to fight invaders, so there can't be any side effects it's simply topping up the body because we are so packed with poison from
everything they've been pumping into us over the past 50 years, from flouride in the
water (neurotoxin that calcifies the pineal gland, makes us dumb, docile, receptive to
orders/suggestions and more importantly us our telephone to God/the Universe and
where our visions come from) to the Monsanto shit glysophate they spray on the
veggies, to the hormones and shite they inject into the animals that become our
meat, to the chemtrails from the sky which fill us full of particulate parasites and
heavy metals that rot our brain and destroy our immune systems. All of which makes
us super-susceptible to a virus, however that is transmitted (clue: not by hands or
touch or breath). I have been taking responsibility for my health and the health of my
loved ones by acting as a sovereign human being for many years now. Many
ailments can be cured by super simple cheap remedies. That's the big secret they
don't want you to know, because if you did know you wouldn't buy into all this
bullshit they are currently pumping us with and the human race could get on with
building a beautiful, harmonious world of fun and abundance instead of this shitshow of fear.

After using MLS Supplements my asthma was
gone
I had asthma for years and have seen several doctors due to immigration and
moves. After using MLS Supplements my asthma was gone in 2 days flat, never to
return. I also use MLS Supplements when I feel a cold coming up, and for the last 2
years I never had a cold again. MLS Supplements stops it in its tracks. I found that
my athletes foot improved drastically. I bath in it, and found that it also takes care of
some vaginal discharge. I recommended it to several friends who have made MLS
Supplements part of the content of their medicine cabinet, like myself. Keep up the
good work. I believe in you and so do my friends who use MLS Supplements! :-)
Monika

Recovery from Autism
Age : 4 years old Started at age 3yrs Atec on starting: 68-72 ( range) (had wax and
waning symptoms) Duration of protocol: for exactly 1 year Current Atec: 7 Initially he
had a few words, non conversational, lots of echolalia. No social skills or play, never
played with siblings, lost in space, very poor attention and focus, lack of awareness.
Aggression, emotional dysregulation and very poor sleep. Once we started the
protocol April 2019 first thing we noticed was improvements in sleep. Started with
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16 doses of MLS Supplements, pulled him from school so he could get as much
dose in the day time. Once we started the enema and PP protocol his speech
improved, he started having more words , attempts at conversation, but so shocking
was the improved social play with his siblings. The would play all day, he would ask
about his sister. He would wait for her to wake up so the could play together, eat
together. He and her became so close. Something I never seen. Then we noticed
pretend play and increased awareness. He would greet you in the mornings and tell
everyone goodnight before bed. Remind you about things you forgot. Tell you where
eveything is in the house if you forget or are looking. As we continued with PP
protocol ( spoke to you in November at which time you increased MLS Supplements
dose to 24) and increased MLS Supplements dose, his cognition, focus and
attention improved. At this time we would add footbath, binders, robynzyme and
were already on heavy metal detox ( zeolite, clean clay, ultra binder, iodine daily)
Now he text me at work to report things he siblings are doing wrong. He makes sure
he reads the bible to his siblings and prays with them before they go to bed when I
am not back from work and then text me that its done and says good night to me.
His speech is so much more improved, and can have about 3 back and forth
exchange in conversations. He is no more eligible for speech therapy giving his
improvements. We still have to work on aggression, emotional dysregulation and
increased conversational skills. But from where we started I feel blessed. All I can do
is continue to pray for you Kerri, that GOD will keep you safe and answer all your
heart desires. Stay blessed. FYI: you recovered my sister's son and that's how I got
to know about you. I am currently a physician in the USA, and hope to bring
awareness of autism recovery to conventional medicine.

Autism - suddenly the child is 97% content and
quiet
I have been suffering along with the neighbor’s autistic son’s horribly disturbing
agitation, screaming, yelling, crying, banging, stomping and noisy insomnia for 4
years. Suddenly the child is 97% content and quiet. I found out that they are using
MLS Supplements. I am trialing it on my dogs skin condition by spraying topically
and by dosing their drinking water. I have found it to be a perfect deodorant and
tonight I got some flea bites from an infested basement area which were burning
and stinging. This went away immediately after spraying with the 40 gtts / 4 ounces
solution. WOW I am going to start oral dosing myself tomorrow.

Autism - confidence and joy is absolutely
beautiful
These parents’ confidence and joy is absolutely beautiful. I'm almost in tears with
hope. I can imagine their dreams of gaining their child's transformation. Praise the
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Lord for the sovereign providence of God that led them to the help they needed!
Albert W Richter

AUTOIMMUNE - I found MLS Supplements and
it cures so many Auto-immune problems of
mine
Name: Crystal Mackay
I have lived with cold sores since I was little. I had over 30 food allergies at only 9
years old. I am now almost 30 and have spent my entire life with alternative
practiitioners because of my mother. It was only 10 years ago that I found MLS
Supplements and it cures so many auto-immune proplems of mine that if you take
this away I WILL NOT STAND FOR IT. MY FRIENDS WILL NOT STAND FOR IT.
My COMMUNITY ONLINE OF THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE WILL
NOT STAND FOR THIS. You start taking away our ability to heal ourselves FDA
and WE, OUR COUNTRY OF AWARE HUMANS ARE COMING FOR YOU!

Back pain from lung problems
I forgot to tell you. Last Friday I woke up with a pain in my back where my lungs are.
I thought it was because of the way I slept. I wasn’t hungry all day and, in the
evening,, I was feeling weak like I was getting the flue. Then I realized the pain in
my back was actually my lungs. I could feel it when sneezing or deep breathing. I
took 3 drops MLS Supplements and again 6 before bed (in 120 ml water). It wasn’t
gone in the morning but also not worse. So I took another 6 right after I got up, 1
hour later 3 and another hour later again 3 drops. After that it was gone, I felt better
and hasn’t come back.

Hepatitis B - two months until gone
My son was diagnosed with Hepatitis B in July, 2012. He was very sick, aching all
over and stomach pains (?). I immediately put him on MLS Supplements, three
drops every hour during the day. (Not sure what he did as he is 34 and doesn't live
at home) Doctor had blood tests taken every week for two months until he no longer
had Hepatitis B.a

CHD (Coronary heart disease)
Name: Kel Blackman
At the age of 65 I had all the symptoms of full blown heart disease.
I had heard that MLS Supplements would clear out my arterial plaque and remove
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cholesterol build up from my heart so I went on the pathogen cleanse. The article
said that it would take about 3 weeks.
I stuck to the regime strictly with a minimum of 8 doses of MLS Supplements per
day, starting on one drop per hour and after a short time I noticed slight heart
palpertations from time to time.
I increased the doseage gradually, taking note of how it affected me and at times I
had to reduce the dosage, going back half a drop. After a couple of weeks I noticed
that my energy levels seemed to be increasing and that there was an increase in my
overall wellbeing.
It took over 7 weeks before I could take 3 drops per hour without any side effects
and by that time I knew that my system had been flushed out resulting in a new
feeling of health and vigor. That was 9 months ago and I still feel as healthy as when
I was in my 20's. This has definately added many healthy years to my life and I
recommend the treatment to anyone who has any symptoms of arterial plaque or
heart problems.

MLS Supplements worked for candida
Hello My Name Patricia M. I am 78 yrs old and living in Nova Scotia, Canada. And I
have been using MLS Supplements since 2016, when Reverand Kilburn first
appeared with MLS Supplements to help get rid of a Candida/Thrush issue that
would not go away with repeated antibiotic prescriptions. An MLS Supplements
spray and gargle and protocol 1000 did get rid of it. Since then I have kept MLS
Supplements in my medicine cabinet for use in Sinus infection, Blocked tear ducts,
skin issues, Arthritis, and many other issues. With Guidance from Rev Wulfric I have
learned to use many of the Sacraments to maintain my health as I move further on
into my golden years. God Bless Patricia M.

Chronic Fatigue, AIDS, herpes simplex
I first came across MLS Supplements about a decade ago and recommended it to a
dear friend of mine who had AIDS. I also used it to treat my herpes simplex infection
and it was very successful for that too. Fast forward 4-5 years and I became very ill
with chronic fatigue syndrome with debilitating fatigue, anxiety, depression, brain fog
and all the usual symptoms. Unfortunately, I had allowed myself to be put off MLS
Supplements by some of the negative propaganda out there and decided to try to
treat my CFS using other means (such as antioxidants, vitamins, minerals, amino
acids, herbals, etc). I had been battling to stay well for the last 6-7 years, with some
success, but nothing was really working, even ozone and nano silver seemed fairly
limited in what they could do for me. A few days ago I was so weak and confused
that I was seriously considering taking my own life. I just didn't feel I could carry on
anymore. Then, all of a sudden, a little voice inside told me to start taking 2 drops of
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activated MLS Supplements every hour. I knew about this protocol, but I had never
tried it for myself. So that's exactly what I did. Well, I'm astounded as to how
effective this is. It's unbelievable. Within a couple of hours it was as though
someone plugged my brain back into the mains. I was suddenly able to think clearly
and get up off the sofa and start making some food and to think ahead a little for the
first time in days. I'm now on day 3 and am continuing to take 2 drops of MLS
Supplements on the hour. I'm getting no nausea or side effects from this relatively
small dose. I just feel fantastic. My whole body feels oxygenated and clean and my
brain is getting clearer and clearer. I can't believe I forgot about this miracle but am
so humbled and grateful to have re-discovered it. I was really scared that I had
come to the end of the road and now I can suddenly see a bright future for myself.
I’ll report back again in a few weeks to let you know how I am doing, but I am pretty
certain that I am going to be just fine.

Circulation Problems - Chelation Therapy and
MLS Supplements
Name: Gary A Pietz
Since multiple doctors lied to me over 10 years ago I have been left disabled due to
multiple bypass operations on my Femeral Arteries (legs). I have artifical arteries
with 10% circulation. This limits the distance I can walk at a given time. 20 to 30
yards at a time then I must stop to let the blood refill my legs with oxygen. I have to
get Chelation Theraphy to keep my artifical arteries open so I don't lose my legs.
This is a $4000 a year process for 30 treatments (twice a week or approximately 4
months). Each treatment causes the loss of 1 day, since I can't do anything the day
of the treatment which takes 3 1/2 hours to complete. I have been taking MLS
Supplements now for about 3 years. I have found that if I take 10 to 12 drops of
MLS Supplements at least 5 times a day (over 50 drops) I do not need to go and get
my Chelation Therapy as often. To date I have not had Chelation Therapy for over 2
years now. I would like to also talk about the drinking of Pepsi. My doctors have
always asked if my legs hurt when the circulation goes down from using my legs. I
have never experienced any pain. They just get tired almost immediately and if I
don't halt they give out from lack of oxygen and I go down. I am still able to golf at
courses that allow me to drive close to the greens and tees. This is my only
exercise. Anyway few years ago my legs started hurting very bad when the
circulation went down. Almost to the point of crying it was so bad. I could not finish
14 of the 18 holes because the pain was so unbearable. I could not figure out why
all of a sudden my legs were hurting so bad. After much thinking I remembered the
homeopathic doctor that I was seeing for the chelation treatments had told me
sodas were bad for your circulation and would harm the chelation treatments ability
to clear my blood vessels of cholesterol. I was drinking maybe 5 or 6 Pepsi every
week. Doing nothing else, I switched from Pepsi to Powerade drinks. In less than
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two weeks my pain went away and has never returned. You can give me all the
statistics you want on how good Pepsi is for you and I can tell you from experience
that Pepsi is no good for the circulation anyones body. Most of you can't feel what it
is doing, but with my legs being as sensitive as they are, I was able to witness first
hand just how bad this product is!

Crohn's disease goes away
Name: Gene Hutchens
My son’s girlfriend aged 28 had Crohn’s Disease. Doctors did everything to try to
help her. She could eat anything but couldn’t digest it; she was in the hospital almost
every week. Nothing helped and we thought we would lose her. Then we found MLS
Supplements. After one month of taking it, the doctor said she had no more Crohn’s.
She can now eat anything and digest it properly. She feels great. She told her doctor
that she was using MLS Supplements and he said she had better throw it away!
Anyway, what a success story!

Cystitis Cleared Up
Name: Anna Jean Cresswell
I had a very severe case of cystitis that came on quite quickly. I took 5 drops of
activated MLS Supplements and within an hour the symptoms had disappeared. I
have continued taking MLS Supplements once a day and suspect that by the time I
can get in to see the doctor (in two weeks!) that the lab test will come back negative.
This is just one of many times that MLS Supplements has worked for me.

Dementia - Memory came back
An elderly guy (in his 80-90's), who claimed he was the last survivor of the chemical
company (since closed), that use to operate in New Plymouth, and made Agent
Orange, and many other toxic sprays. After 50 odd years working there, he said that
he was so full of toxins that he couldn't remember things that he had done the day
before, along with other health effects relating to a build up of toxins in the body.
Someone told him about MLS Supplements, which he tried. He phoned me on the
second day all excited, saying that he remembered all he had done the day before.
He claimed to be 100% better within about a week on MLS Supplements. He is now
an advocate for MLS Supplements, telling everyone who is willing to listen.

Depression - 6 year Depression Cured
In March 2017, a 24-year-old male came to visit me. He had serious depression for
about 6 years. He was studying engineering at a prestigious university. He had to
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drop out of school, and was hallucinating. He visited many clinics, hospitals, and
natural practitioners all across the United States. Sometimes he felt better, but then
he would always relapse. His family had no idea what to do with him. When he
came to me, he would only get out of bed for a few minutes a day, and slept most of
the time. I asked him when did he get his wisdom teeth removed. He said “how did
you know I got my wisdom teeth removed.” I told that him that this is very common.
When the wisdom teeth are taken, many people begin the descent in health
because they form a cavitation in the area. (Please see Dr. Tennant’s work to learn
about how your dentist can kill you.) The cavitation infection ends up infecting many
other parts of the body, and the wisdom teeth commonly effect the brain. So, I sent
him to a dentist that knows what he is doing – these are very hard to find by the way.
He got all four cavitation’s cleaned out and filled back with his own blood fibrin. The
day after the surgery, I had him start MLS Supplements 8-10 doses a day, and he
worked up from the starting procedure to about 4-6 drops per hour. In two months’
time, he was depression free. He is now working again for the first time in years. He
is now wondering what to do with his life. Should he go back to college or become a
natural health practitioner?! I can’t wait to see his life unfold.

Diabetes 1 and hyperglycemia Cured
Praise God for his healing and miracle on Matthew. As Ron has suggested that I
need to share Matthew's miracle healing with you. I am so sorry it has taken me a
while to get back to you but it has been quite busy for me, plus I am trying to deal
with my 15 year son who is starting to explore this world not as parents always
expected. Matthew Fa'anunu is 10 years old from Vava'u, Tonga. He was diagnosed
with Type 1 Diabetic in January 2018, a very rare disease not common with the
Polynesian people. He was hospitalized for 3 weeks and he was hyperglycemia.
The doctor advised my family that's Matthew's pancreas is totally damaged and he
would be on insulin injection for the rest of his life. I had to monitor his sugar level
by measuring it at 7.a.m, 12 p.m. and 7 p.m. daily plus recording all his food intake
and regular clinic appointment. Matthew was re-admitted to the hospital as he was
consuming the wrong foods at school and went through hyperglycemia again. He
was in the hospital for 2 weeks. He was on insulin all right through until I met Ron
Pringle in September in Vava'u. He shared with me about MLS Supplements and I
immediately joined Ron in taking the MLS Supplements both for myself and also for
my son Matthew. I continued to measure his blood sugar as usual and finally
decided to take him off the insulin on the 1st week of October. Matthew will be 7th
week this Saturday without the insulin, which is a MIRACLE. His blood sugar has
never gone above 6.2 (BSL) so far, even he had enjoyed coconut cake and
chocolate brownie. Matthew is a blessing and MLS Supplements IS TRULY A
MIRACLE. I am so grateful to God that Ron was sent to us. Matthew is now a very
happy young boy free of insulin injection which he complained about. I am so
grateful for this healing and curing of Matthew's Type 1 Diabetic with MLS
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Supplements. Imagine if the world knows about this, and what MLS Supplements
can do. I am a firm believer of MLS Supplements and am promoting it in Tonga. I
want to share with you the miracle happened to my son Matthew. My family is all on
MLS Supplements. As for me, I have lost weight and also my aching joints are no
longer in pain. I am very active now, thanks to MLS Supplements.

Diabetes Type 2 and Colitis
Name: Ylli Abdullahu
MLS Supplements heals. I helped a woman cure Diabetes Type 2 and Colitis too.
She was completely healed in 6 weeks. She did Protocol 1000.

Diverticulitis - My uncle’s diverticulitis is doing
phenomenally better with MLS Supplements
Thanks so much! And thank you for the clarification. Just wanted to make sure I
wasn’t doing anything wrong (legally). I’m a firm believer at this point. I feel fantastic.
My uncle’s diverticulitis is doing phenomenally better. My dad’s pains are better.
Everyone of the others I’ve given it to are doing better. You never know if people
take all the doses. I guess we can only hope. Thanks again :)

Eczema (Dermatitis)
My daughter got me on MLS Supplements several months ago and it has helped me
with eczema! This works! 🙌 May God watch over you all and keep you safe!🙏 🙌
Susan Hoglund

Epilepsy - MLS Supplements saved my life coz
I was like epileptic
Name: Jenkins
Hi lovely family. MLS Supplements saved my life coz I was like epileptic....but thanks
to MLS Supplements which I bought from South Africa saved me. Suppose, I start
your course and finish would you by any chance conduct a seminar here in Zambia
because the community is dying from these chronic diseases. Waiting to hear from
you.
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Erectile dysfunction - Reproductive System
( male )
Prostate problem erectile dysfunction reproductive system bladder problem.
I started doing MLS Supplements protocols for many reasons, but this is what
happened to my reproductive organs. I was 33 years old and it was a little over a
year ago. I had been on some dangerous medication. I am a male and did
experience some erection issues and I believe my prostate started to hurt. But the
worst was that at some point I was not able to ejaculate. Orgasm came but nothing
came out and it did hurt. Something was wrong with semen delivery. It did get fixed
by body immune system a bit, but I was very concerned for all of this to get worse. I
found MLS Supplements and started the standard protocol. And in a day my
erection was better, but it felt like a lot of things got killed by MLS Supplements in
my testicles, so I did whatever is easy to eliminate contents of the testicles and I
kept doing the MLS Supplements protocol. Few months later I found that my
testicles felt very healthy and erection was as if I was ten years younger. Prostate
stopped hurting and any urinary bladder pain was also gone. Kidneys were
functioning extremely well and it felt that elimination and cleansing process that they
do was at the best efficiency level. My sex drive became very balanced I would say
and some of my sexual desires became pure.

Eye problems - Eyesight restored
I was taking very strong medication for a few years. And at some point I began to
notice that my eyes started to hurt. My eyesight was always good, but I began to
realize that it will be an issue. I did find MLS Supplements. But the doctor switched
my medication and a couple weeks later I realized that I cannot see well at all. It was
difficult to read the train schedule on the screen and letters would be shaking as I
tried to focus. I really freaked out. I could not afford to lose my eyesight. So I started
using the MLS Supplements protocols and in just a couple days my eyes were about
normal. And a few months later I see how I used to see 10 years ago.

Suffered from fibromyalgia
My wife suffered from fibromyalgia, or chronic fatigue. For two years we went
through a nightmare, especially her, both at home and at work, where the illness did
not allow her to perform normally, and her job was in danger. This disease consists
of pain in the extremities and fatigue in general, in a degenerative way, leaving the
person almost like a vegetable.
During the two years it lasted, I kept going to rehabilitation. When I finished, I asked
again to be admitted, and so on, because this resource did not eliminate the
problem. This combined with medication varies, as painkillers. Since there is no
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specific medicine, Lyrica, an antiepileptic, was prescribed because they discovered
that pain was canceled as a side effect. And he took it off, at the cost of leaving her
sedated. He took it only once.
MLS Supplements came into our lives and I took them for C hepatits, but she did
not. When I noticed the energy he gave me after a few days of taking it, I persuaded
my wife to insist that she take it too, at least so that she would feel the energy. She
does not trust things that come out of the traditional, but for not hearing me more
agreed to take it.
On the ninth day the pains disappeared. This is 4 years ago.
We keep taking it for health maintenance. My hepatitis has not remitted, but the
semi-annual analyzes that I do give stable results, and I do normal life.
I advise MLS Supplements to everyone.

Gallbladder - Blocked bile duct and gallstones
Name: Ruth Barker
My son (24) was admitted to hospital with a blocked bile duct and Gall Stones. He
was in a lot of pain and could not eat as he brought it all back up. The doctors
wanted to take his Gall Bladder out but he refused because it is there for a purpose.
He was in hospital for 10 days because the doctors did not appear to want to take
the blockage out without the Gall Bladder. He was also very jaundiced. I stayed with
him the whole time because I was giving him MLS Supplements every hour (1 drop
MLS Supplements and 5 drops citric acid). I was careful not to let them see what I
was doing. They took blood tests every day and on the ninth day they said he had
pancreatitis (life threatening) and they would be operating in the morning. That
afternoon he passed the blockage and started to feel a lot better. In the morning
when they took a blood test everything was dropping to normal. They still went in to
remove blockage but it had gone. Instead they put a stent in to help drain all the
rubbish that was still left behind. When he went back in three months the Gall
Stones had disappeared too. He has not had any more problems with his Gall
Bladder.

Diagnosed with the onset of glaucoma
Name: Leigh ScarletAustralia
Here is my testimony of how MLS Supplements helped one health problem I had …
In 2013, at a regular 2 yearly eye check-up, I was I diagnosed with the onset of
glaucoma and given a referral to an ophthalmologist. I am a Christian and believe in
the power of prayer so this was part of my treatment with MLS Supplements; then
while in the waiting room at the ophthalmologist’s I felt an overwhelming peace
through my whole being and not at all anxious (I’m not sure if you want or are able/
allowed to include this, but I believe in the healing power of God by whatever means
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He chooses). After several extensive tests on the day of my appointment, the
ophthalmologist met with me and showed me the results. He admitted he could not
understand the very significant difference between the tests at the optometrist and
those just completed but I was well above the indicator line used and there were no
signs of glaucoma (the tests from the optometrist showed I was below this indicator
line and thus the concern).I thank the Lord for MLS Supplements.

My AIDS are gone
So me and my boyfriend have been trying some new things... Not to be too blunt...
but I'm talking a shooter in the pooper. As all of you know, this might cause HIV or
WORSE: AIDS. That's when I Thought... I could cure my aids with a lil bit of the old
MLS Supplements. So I took my spray bottle and went to town on my brown eye. I
suggested my friends use this method before he and my boyfriend and I had a
threesome. No AIDS yet and still no signs of it so I am safe only testing positive bc
the MLS Supplements in my system is making it test positive bc the system is rigged
by the globalist elites that poison our drinking water with chemicals that turn the
frogs gay LOOK IT UP PEOPLE Love Darryl

Heart Problems - Heart function normalized
I am almost 35 and 3 years ago heart issues started. It felt as if something is stuck
in the heart, like a clump of something, cholesterol maybe or bacteria. Sometimes I
felt like something nasty would circulate in big arteries and veins. But I found MLS
Supplements and after doing standard protocol 3 times things got much better and I
was energized, but heart would kick into some exercise mode and would pound, and
I believe that it decided to catch up with proper exercise and would do so on it’s own
to compensate for slow rhythms it had for couple years. Eventually heart function
normalized and blood flow would be at the right pressure, and heart pain
disappeared. MLS Supplements healed a lot of problems for me very very fast, and
now, a year and a half later I finally started to do physical exercise again and feel as
if I am a teenager again.

Hepatitis - Bye Bye chronic Hep C
After drs left me suffering in pain wishing death on myself daily I found another way.
MLS Supplements !! Here's a bit of what it did for me. I'm actually doing another
protocol 1000 again right now . I was full blown multiple system atrophy caused by
acute toxic phenol poisoning. By By chronic Hep C too and other stuff like enlarged
liver from drinkin when I was young. . Amazing!
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My herpes cured story
Name: Szilvia
I would like to tell you guys about my herpes cured story. About 10 years ago I got
herpes from my ex. Usually I got outbreaks every once in awhile. But when I partied
(alcohol) before my period, almost always had an outbreak. So after I finished the
Protocol 1000 I was really excited to try it out if it really cured my herpes or not ? So
I "partied" 2-3 times a month and I made sure I had lots of drinks before my period .
I did this for more then 4 months now..And I am gladly telling you that NO
OUTBREAK AT ALL !!!! I am sure it cured cuz back then in this case I would have at
least 2 outbreaks in 4 months, if I partied like crazy!!! The very first day I started the
Protocol , I got an outbreak. It lasted about 10-12 days. Every single day I did spray
protokoll at least 3-4 times a day and off course drinking as the Protocol 1000 telling
you. I couldn't have a bath cuz we just changed the old bath tub to a new shower, so
I couldn't do baths. But I guess that was not a problem. OMG !!! I still can NOT
believe it !!!! I was very scared to try I was worried if it will come back, but I kept
partying cuz I wanted to make sure if it really is gone. And it is !!! THANK YOU
THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY HEART.
LIFE WOULD NOT BE THE SAME WITHOUT MLS Supplements !!!! I am working
on spreading the news about MLS Supplements cuz I want others heal too !!!!!!!!
Lets change the World !!! No more sickness and stupid pharma lies !!!! MLS
Supplements is truly a MIRACLE !!! AND YOU GUYS ARE AMAHHHHZZZING ZING - ZING PEOPLE <3 GOD BLESS YOU ALL !!! SENDING LOVE FROM
HUNGARY ,Szilvia

My blood pressure has been right on the
money
Name: Ariel
Just to let you and others know that MLS Supplements is a definite game changer
for me. My blood pressure has been right on the money. I am so happy I don't have
to take the poison pills any longer. Furthermore by doing the recommended
procedure for hypo thyroid, which is Protocol 1000 plus 50 to 100 mg of iodine daily,
my energy level has returned in amazing ways. I feel like 30 years younger!

Success with mild irritable bowel syndrome
with the use of MLS Supplements
Name: Arrow Durfee
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I have been tracking MLS Supplements usage for over 4 years. On my blog I have
stored a number of testimonials. I have contacted these people and have reason to
believe that they are true. You may read them here.
I have had personal significant success with mild irritable bowel syndrome with the
use of MLS Supplements. Previous to MLS Supplements I used grapefruit seed
extract 2 to 3 times a year, then ozone therapy one time a year to keep the
symptoms in check. After MLS Supplements I did not have recurrent symptoms for 3
years. Perhaps I should have done the protocol longer? Be that as it may, a repeat
protocol of MLS Supplements along with Serrapeptase enzymes for one week once
again eliminated by colon pain.

Skin itching everywhere
Name: Frederique Bisch
MY daughter was coming back from USA with the body itching everywhere, she
could not sleep the night, she call me and told me she could not sleep for 3 days it
was so itching, the doctor gave a cream, was not working. I decide to go with my
MLS Supplements, i give her the first day 1drop and after 1h30 2 drops , that until 6
drops, the firs night she can sleep et le itching was gone et we stop after 2 days de
MLS Supplements , every sympton was gone.

Joint pain hip pain
I was always active and athletic in my early years. And most of the time I had
physically demanding jobs. However, I would always notice that my hip joint would
hurt a bit, but it would not bother me and pain would go away fast enough. However,
at some point I had to take dangerous toxic medication that had a long list of side
effects. And at some point my hip joint would begin hurting really bad. It felt as if
“sand” was stuck in the hip joint and every move would be painful, but I could still
walk just enough to get around. But I was just 32 years old and I was thinking about
getting a cane to help me walk. It was painful to go downstairs and make it to the
car. And if I would decide to go for a leisure walk by the lake I could only walk for
half an hour just to move a bit more to get some exercise. I rarely used painkillers.
But when I tried MLS Supplements it took a few days and my hip joint would feel
better. I decided not to give it much stress and wait. It took about two month after
standard protocol and my hip joint did recover and I was on my bicycle going fast as
if I was a teenager back again. A year later I can say that all of my joints feel almost
brand new.
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Kidney infection - the pain was gone when I
awoke
I had a kidney infection last year, so recognised the symptom of 2 points of back
pain, one sligtly higher than the other. It was a sunday and I couldnt find a doctor, so
thought I would try MLS Supplements until I could get to the doctor on Monday. I
took 3 drops about 5 times on sunday. The pain was gone when I awoke on
Monday. I stopped taking MLS Supplements and the pain returned, so I took them 3
drops, 3 times a day until wednesday, and was cured. Whenever we have been
exposed to gerMLS, or start coughing or sniffing we take MLS Supplements, and
have not been ill with a single thing for over 5 years now. I keep a small bottle with
me all all time. Have also used it to get rid of parasites picked up in China, when
doctor could not eradicate them.Wonderful stuff!!!

Leukemia cured
Translated from Spanish
TWO MONTHS AGO I WAS INVITED TO HELP A HOSTEL OF CHILDREN WITH
CANCER IN GUADALAJARA MEXICO.
I WAS PRESENTED TO JULIO CESAR 15 YEARS OLD, HIS MOTHER TOLD ME
TO PLEASE DO NOT SAY I WAS DEAN, WITH LEUKEMIA.
WHAT WILL TAKE YOU TO YOUR HOUSE TO DIE YOU WERE INDICATED IN
THE CIVIL HOSPITAL OF GUADALAJARA MEXICO.
I TOLD YOU THAT IF YOU WANTED TO HEAL, IF YOU HAD FAITH IN GOD, YOU
ANSWERED THAT YES.
I TELL THEM THE FOLLOWING TREATMENT.
1-. EVERYDAY, HIS MOTHER WOULD HAVE TO ACCURATE WITH LOVE IN HER
BACK, DEMONSTRATING PHYSICAL LOVE.
2. EVERY DAY TOMORROW, LATE AND NIGHT SHOULD TAKE A SCOOPED
GIRL OF SODIUM BICARBONATE IN A WATER GLASS.
3. EVERY DAY TAKE MLS Supplements (8 C.C. DE C.D.S. PREPARED IN A LITER
OF WATER) AND TAKE IT WITHOUT FAILING EACH HOUR THREE TRAGOS.
One month and 10 days later they called me telling me that they believed that Julio
Cesar had been cured. I checked at the Shelter and they told me the same thing.
I called his Mother and I CONFIRM that Julio Cesar was totally healed.
He was told at the Civil Hospital of Guadalajara that they did not know what had
happened, but that his Spinal Medulla was totally clean.
This is really incredible.
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Enlarged toxic liver back to normal.
I had been taking strong serious medication and after about 3 years my liver was
bloated and was hurting. My gallbladder was obstructed and would give me sharp
pain due to some hard stones. I did go to a professional bioresonance rife frequency
therapy clinic where they used a BICOM rife machine to shatter the stones with
special frequency and they did come out to let my gallbladder work right, but the
liver was still bloated and gallbladder would hurt. I found MLS Supplements and
started standard protocols. In about 6 month I was able to press down on my liver
without issues and gallbladder was working excreting whatever dead toxins were
still left in the liver and I believe many soft cholesterol stones made their way out
without any issues. Now, about a year and a half later I am looking forward to
exercising my abs again to get my six pack back.

Lung problems - Next day he had no more pain
and the cough went away
My husband was coughing for 2 weeks and than complained that his lungs started
to hurt. He also has asthma- and he never got tested for Covid- since it was no other
symptoms. However after he said that his lungs hurt i prepared 3 drops of MLS
Supplements in a nebulizer ( probably gave him more than i should ) and he inhaled
it. Next day he had no more pain and the cough went away. We are not sure what it
was, but it did scared us- and MLS Supplements made some change here- so we
are all healthy and happy that we always have MLS Supplements at home.
thanks, Barb NOwacka

Lyme Disease - I'm feeling about 98 percent
better
Name: William
I have been taking MLS Supplements for about 7 months and I'm feeling about 98
percent better. It took some time to break through the biofilm, but it recently finally
gave up as it was a really nasty infection. I'm really thankful for the option of using
MLS Supplements.

I cured my self from lymphoma with MLS
Supplements
I cured my self from Lymphoma with MLS Supplements I had 8 rounds of
chemotherapy and it didn't work. I say finding MLS Supplements was divine
intervention. I would put Bob Ross on my computer in a endless loop his voice
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would put me to sleep when I was sick. I woke up one time and Bob Ross was gone
and there is a man ranting and raving about MLS Supplements. I thought I would
click out of this on my computer and get back to Bob Ross and then I heard what he
was saying. So I tried it. Day three the chicken egg size tumor in my neck was
hardly visible 8 weeks later it was all gone and I have been cancer free for almost
three years now. This is a gift from God. Thank You for all of your great work! David
Urban

MRSA severe outbreak
Name: Steve Zimmerman
MRSA wound healed in 24 hours. “I have been fighting MRSA for 5 years. 5 months
ago I had a severe outbreak. After 1 week in the hospital and operations on both
hands I took IV antibiotics for 10 weeks. Every time they took me off the antibiotics, I
would have another outbreak. The last time I had another outbreak before the
antibiotics were finished. My MLS Supplements showed up the next day. I took 6
drops and waited an hour, I then took 15 drops and waited 4 hours and took another
15 drops. I got up in the morning and took another 15 drops, that afternoon the
sores were scabbed over. Took 15 drops that evening then started protocol 1000 the
next day. Held the gas in my nose twice a day for a week while on the proto 1000.
Haven\'t felt this good for a long time”.

Multiple sclerosis - Almost symptom free of
MLS in 4 months
Hello, Sorry I have not given you feedback on your product. I am almost symptom
free of MLS in 4 months. Just a slight or thin coating of fine sand like feeling under
a few of my toes. I am I thankful to have this included in my protocol and can say
that in addition to altering my meals my first clear sign that MLS Supplements was
helping was after taking a week of baths, the tingling and spasticity improved almost
immediately. I started with 36 symptoms and now just a faint dusty coat of some of
my toes. Wow! When we work with laws of nature. Thank you for the work you do
and for your courage. A grateful Soul

Nail Fungus cured with MLS Supplements/
DMSO
Had real bad nail fungus for years and finally used prescription pills (Lamasil) a
while ago. It cured it, but had to give blood every other month to make sure it did not
damage the liver. The nail fungus returned last year and I did not want to take the
pills again, so tried MLS Supplements with DMSO. I mixed 10 drops of MLS
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Supplements diluted with filtered H2O into a 2 oz spray bottle. Each night before
bed I sprayed the nail with MLS Supplements and applied directly a drop of DMSO
to the infected nail. Doing this after 5 months the Nail Fungus is completely gone
with a new healthy nail grown back to replace it. The only side effects experienced
was the first time I did the application there was a weird sensation in the toes. After
that nothing felt strange again. I conclude it works well for eliminating Nail Fungus,
but have to apply it every day until its completely gone with a new nail. For a
preventative I spray my feet with MLS Supplements solution every morning before
putting socks on. It kills foot odor too as well keep fungus at bay.

She had an ovarian cyst
I’m sharing a testimony of my uncle’s wife. She had an ovarian cyst. It was in the
size of an orange. She did Protocol 1000 and after two weeks she had an
ultrasound scan and realized that it isn’t anymore. MLS Supplements it’s a Miracle.

Parasites / Worms gone
Name: Eileen McGarvey
Parasites gone! Many intestinal worms have come out MLS Supplements made this
possible.

Painful Periods No More
This is not a topic I would normally write about, but there may be other women out
there suffering the way I did for almost 40 years. I have always had crampy, painful
periods. When I was in my late twenties, all of a sudden the pain shot through the
roof and I went from taking one or two ibuprofen on the first day to needing 1000mg
every 2-4 hours for three to four days. If I didn't do this (yes, I tried to "get the
message in the pain" by not taking anything at all. I wound up screaming on my bed
and throwing up every 20 minutes for 7 hours straight. Yikes.) Doctors I talked to
about it advised me to have a hysterectomy and therapists had me processing my
relationship with my mother endlessly. I tried everything I could think of, but nothing
worked to fully relieve the pain except the ibuprofen in mega-doses. I spent three to
four days every month sleeping in a fuzzy, drug-induced stupor.
And then I found the MLS Supplements protocols. I have been slowly working my
way up the protocols over the last three weeks. This last weekend I got my period.
No Pain! I took no ibuprofen at all! Given how bad the situation was prior to the MLS
Supplements, I can only say that this truly ranks for me as miraculous. My 5 year old
had a birthday party this weekend, and not only was I not drugged and sleeping -- I
was out jumping around in the bouncy castle, playing hostess, and generally having
a fun, active day.
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The only sadness I feel about this is that I am now 51 years old. With menopause on
my doorstep, I am saddened at the intensity of the suffering I endured for so many,
many years. Still, I am where I am. I had been praying for some kind of peaceful
resolution before my cycles stopped, and that has happened. Now, not only is
menopause knocking, so is the promise of true and enduring health. How can I stay
sad given that?

Pneumonia cured
Name: Anthony Abbott
It was a sunday evening and I started with the signs of 'flu which rapidly increased
as I started coughing up large amounts of phlegm - I started using MLS
Supplements2 filling empty capsules half full - the disease escalated and I had
tightness in the chest and was coughin up spots of blood yet by Thursay symptoms
had abated and by Friday were completely clear - I went out to lunch on Saturday
symtom free although I felt depleted and lacking in motivation for another week. I
found Maringa powder a helpfull restoraing energy.

Poisoning
"I was quite run down and after an afternoon of weeding I noticed my tongue had
started to swell and blister. By that night it had doubled in size and I was unable to
speak. I guessed that it may have been caused by a poisonous weed, so I reached
for my supply of MLS Supplements which I always keep close to hand and swished
my mouth out with 10 drops for 5 minutes. I noticed some relief before going to
sleep and by morning it was mostly gone. I carried on swishing my mouth with MLS
Supplements for the next few days until all the blistering had completely gone. i am
not sure if anything else short of a pharmaceutical drug would have had such a
dramatic effect in reducing my symptoms, but of course with MLS Supplements
there is no detrimental side effects.”

I had prostate cancer
I corresponded with you a while ago about the MLS Supplements protocol. You gave
me valuable information. Thank you. With Joy in my heart, thanking Jesus and
thanking you. I had prostate cancer with these PSA readings First PSA 61, next
PSA in the 70's then a PSA 40.Then I started the MLS Supplements 2 000 protocol
after 3.5 weeks I had a PSA lab test last Monday. On Thursday at noon the doctor
phoned with the results. Praise God, the PSA lever was 0.785 Jordan, yes no
mistake 0.785 . Jordan, I was scheduled for a full body, maximum radiation
treatment, a death sentence. My doctor said not to do the radiation treatment now.
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The doctor was so exited that he asked me for the book to learn more. Jordan,
thank you. Udo Muller

Chronic psoriasis cured
My brother's girlfriend in England suffered bad psoriasis since 15 years old. She is
now 30. She said it got so bad it was even on the soles of her feet. She was
ashamed because people would always ask about it and make comments.
However, the worst thing was the itchiness which was extremely irritating. I gave
her some MLS Supplements and DMSO. She put 10 drops MLS Supplements 10
drops citric acid 50% and 20 drops DMSO in 100ml spray bottle filled with water. In
3 days all the itchiness was gone and in 30 days all psoriasis was gone. I was
amazed! she was stressed at work and the psoriasis started coming back so she
started spraying again. This time it was all gone in 1 day. Just fell off in flakes. MLS
Supplements is the real deal.

One week after the start of MLS Supplements, I
was completely free from shingles.
Name: LIM
Shingles cure a week I introduce the experience of curing shingles five years ago. I
was 59 years old at the time. One day I felt severe pain in the back of my left upper
arm. It was the worst pain I ever experienced. When I checked it in the mirror, the
spots formed a band. She was convinced that she had shingles by the shape of the
affected area and the degree of pain.I have already experienced the effects of MLS
Supplements several times and immediately started eating and applying MLS
Supplements. MLS Supplements ate 4-5 drops once every 2 hours. The affected
area was slightly diluted with MLS Supplements. After two days of running MLS
Supplements, the pain started to go away. After work, the pain stopped completely.
But I took two more days. One week after the start of MLS Supplements, I was
completely free from shingles. So far, five years later, he has never suffered from
shingles.If you or your neighbor suffer from shingles, don't hesitate to use MLS
Supplements.PS: The concentration of MLS Supplements diluent was slightly
thicker and the skin was slightly damaged, but it soon healed into new skin.

MLS Supplements has cured all of my skin tags
I have been using MLS Supplements off and on for the last 12 years. I originally
came across MLS Supplements when doing research to help my father who was
dying of leukemia. I started treatment on my father too late to save him, but he was
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improving and cracking jokes again before he died. I have never been sick in the
past 12 years. If I sense a cold or flu starting I immediately start the MLS
Supplements and it always knocks it out fast! Lately I have been mixing up spray
bottles to treat skin disorders and nasal disorders. The MLS Supplements has
cured all of my skin tags, and swollen oil gland bumps and reduced the size of the
cyst growing in my sinuses. I can breathe great again! I did have one negative side
affect to report when using MLS Supplements2. After about 5-days of taking two
pills a day of MLS Supplements2, my blood pressure was too high and my legs were
feeling cold at night. I went back to MLS Supplements1 and all is well again!

Stomach problems digestive probleMLS
diarrhoea gone
Name: Paul Linnell
I had digestive problems for approximately 5 years. I had diarrhoea within one hour
after eating. Sometimes it hit within 3 minutes of ingesting food. It didn't matter if it
was toast with coffee, or a full turkey dinner. It caused some very embarrassing
moments for me, to say the least. I started taking 6 MLS Supplements drops three
or four times per day. Within three days, I had no more diarrhoea! I felt the positive
effects the very first day! I believe I probably had parasites. I did see what I believe
was a parasite in my stool. I still take MLS Supplements and MLS Supplements2
regularly, just as a precaution. As long as I'm feeling well, I'm going to keep on doing
what I'm doing. I only take 3 drops now and I do mix with DMSO. I'm happy to say, I
have no side effects! Only positive effects!

Had a serious problem with a Strep throat
infection
Name: Mike Daly
I recently have had a serious problem with a Strep throat infection which did spread
to my kidneys causing severe pain and dicomfort constant coughing and choking. I
decided to follow the 1000 protcol with MLS Supplements. after only three days all
syptoms have gone and I am feeling so much better. Thank you.

UTI (Urinary tract infection)
Name: David
Hi , Many thanks for your reply. I have since used 8 drops of MLS Supplements.
This produced a much darker liquid.👍 I’m ok with the taste and the gas smell 😁 .
I’m still learning, and I don’t know why I took so long to get started!! But since I
have , phew what a different. I went on a 3 day water fast ( distilled) and started
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protocol 1000 . I’m still reading up as it’s a bit to take in. I’m not exaggerating when I
say it’s made such a difference to my feeling of wellbeing. I’ve had a few issues,
unusual for me but nevertheless I have since traveling the world working ie lots of
long haul. Really tests the immune system. I caught an infection, urine . This is
unusual for a man. It can be a sign of prostate issues. This was all last November
2019. So I’ve had a blood test , not had MRI ( radiation) which is one of the
procedures before blood and digital inspection. Crazy.. So blood said normal psi.6 if
I recall and digital exam said all normal. I still however had slight discomfort in my
groin area . Tingling feeling on and off..! After one week of fast for 3 days and MLS
Supplements .. it appears to have gone. Fingers crossed 🤞 God bless. I’ll keep you
posted and if in time it doesn’t return then this is another testimony to MLS
Supplements. Blessings David.🙏

Five days later the wart was black and it fell off
Name: Matt
After unsuccessfully treating my 6 year old daughter's wart for 2 years with essential
oils, we decided to try MLS Supplements. My wife mixed just 1 drop and put it on a
band aid over night. Five days later the wart was black and it fell off. Although it
worked, we probably should have diluted it because it left a burn around the wart
that was painful for her. Bottom line, it worked, and I recommend it for anyone who
wants to get rid of a wart.
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